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IDC INNOVATORS IN DEVOPS CODE RELEASE MANAGEMENT SOFTARE TOOLS
Embracing a DevOps practice means an organization must dramatically accelerate its development
practices, moving from a classic monolithic software design model to a more modular design point with
clear delineations between software components. This approach allows organizations to life-cycle
each portion of code individually, leading to a more rapid update process that can be measured in
weeks, days, or even potentially in hours. The theoretical endgame is a true microservices design
point, which may be practical for Google or Twitter, as well as more mainstream innovative companies
that have made the investment. But this tends to be harder to achieve by enterprises that are only
today transitioning from waterfall to agile processes.
Part of the agile development process means having code that is located in a shared repository, with
the potential for numerous development versions to be active and iterated simultaneously, leading to a
significant need for the kinds of code release management software tools provided by the vendors in
this study (see Figures 1-4).
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IDC Innovators in DevOps Code Release Management Software Tools, 2018
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The vendors listed in this IÐC Innovators study are
considered key emerging vendors in code release
management for Devaps practices.
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FIGURE 2
Electric Cloud

Why Electric Cloud Was Chosen as an IDC Innovator
Electric Cloud's productsfediitate organizations' movement to a streamlined release process. The
company saysits prod Lion help organizations deliver better software faster by integrating and orchestrati'ng
thei r existing toolsand p rocesses.
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IDC Innovator Assessment
• ElectricF!ow is a unified Devops platform that streamlines how teams build,test, and release software.
• It offers the a bilityto orchestrate releases, manage environments and pipelines, arid automate
deployments for single or multiple components,applications, and microservices.
▪ It extends C D from on-premises and cloud to leg acy environments,including mainframe platforms.
Key Differentlator
EleotrioFIow provides development teams with application release automation that emphasizes
organizational and tool chain visibility and agility. This ensures that developer and deploymentteams can
easily adaptto and take advantage of new tech nologies and situations while decreasing the cost and risk of
software release. ElectricFlow is designed to integrate with ourrent arid future teal chairl$ and stacks,
allowing teams to model their environments, pipelines, applications, and releases. This model-based
approach allows orchestration ofcomplex releases, deplament automation, and streamlined pipeline and
environment management, while rna king work visible,compliant, and a ud itable, Tha price range for the
company's products starts with team solutions at $3,000irn onth,with larger enterprise implementations
starting at $150,000/year.
Challenges
Like other players i n the crowded andfragrnented DevOps too I i ng spa oe, Eleokio Cloudfacesa market
where it levorks to differentiate itself as a key part of a larger Dev ps tool chain. lt has interesting cutteigedge techndogy such as advanced analytics and insights into release payload, status,and health.which
may be more advanced than the needs ofthe a verag.e develop rr ent sho p today.
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FIGURE 3
JFrog

Why JFrog Was Chosen as an DC Innovator
Artifact repositories are a key element of modern development environments; however,these sarne
repositories can become cluttered with numerous versions of a proje-01...1Frog's Artifaotory product
organizes local repositories to third-party repository content, enst.ring that developers are accessing the
correct versions of a given project while integrating with CIICD systems and automat ng the software flow.
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IDC Innovator Assessment
▪

JFrog is a sollutionthat can work with a variety of other Cl/CD and DevOps products, arid it ern powers
d evelopersto share and siore copiesof code in a binary format across different infrastructures.
▪ JFrog has signed up numerous high-profile customers that speak to the value that its portfolio offers.
• JFrog is aggressively expanding its portfolio to complement Artifactory and made acquisitions to expand
its portfolio, inciuding Con an(a C/C++ package ma nag er)and Clo Lid Mun ch (a DevOps Bi product).
Key Differentiator
JFrog has the ability to unify artifact repositories for all types of binaries while managing depende rides. The
rnost mature product in its portfolio, Artifactory, has seen good adoption among large customers,and the
company cites u sers such as Bank of America,Goldman Sachs, Visa, Facebook,Twitter, Ttivilio,
EMC,
Google,Workday, Amazon, Netflix, Spotify,and Cisco among its installed base.The company h as
additional p roduotsthat bui td the DevOps ca pabilities of Artifactory, with -IFrog Xray(oontinuous security
and irnpact analysis software). rog Bintray (universal diStribution platform). and Jrrog Mission Control
{centralized mulkisite DevOps administrative management)rounding out its portfolio.JFrog'ssol ution set is
n at only about the build and storage of binary artifacts but also atiout the distribution and management in
ways that help org an izatic ns distribute and share software packages.
C hatLe ges
The ClICD and the development side of the DeviCips market is still relatively flu id, with a substantial number
of VC-backed start-ups selling a wide variety of products. There are efforts on the part of numerous
vendors to stitch together a targer solution set but also i hteg rate with other best-of-breed solutions. At some
point, this market will begin to consolidate,and asthat happens, there'will bewinners and losers.
Source: IDC, 2018
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FIGURE 4
Shippable

Why Shippable Was Chosen as an IDC innovator
Shippable specializes in continuous integration and continuous delivery, with a focus on integrating
disparate DeviDps tool chains into unified -einem bly
cif ca .
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IDC Innovator Assessment
• Tool chain collaboration is a focus for many organizations today that are seeking to integrate different
DevO ps workflows that are not integ rated with one another.
• Shippable segments off sensitive information such as tokens, keys,and passwords arid securely stores
thern so they are not i nad vertently disclosed in an automation script
- $hippable affer$ a variety of deployment models at multiple price points to accommodate a cvstomer's
specific deployment preference and needs.
Key Differentiator
Although a relatively srnall start-up. Shippable hasthe interesting distinction of supporting sorne noteworthy
clients such as Red Hat and The Lin ux Foundation.The price rangefor the company's products starts at
$5,000/year for the SaaS version ofthe product,while an on-premises subscription starts at
$20imonthitser.
Challenges
As a relative latecomer to the market, and smaller than rnany of its competitors,Shippable does not yet
have the momentum that some other competitors in the market have,or the size and the level of venture
capital investment.The compa nysability to make it to the -short Nur among potential customers is a
concern. However,given the disjointed nature of the DevO pstool cha iris t hat spans the industry, Shippable
may have a role to play in which the company can navigate into a longer-term strategy.
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TECHNOLOGY DEFINITION
A DevOps practice combines modern operational practices that optimize for agile development
connected to a fast-deploy, fast-fail, fast-recovery operational model that begins with the development
of a modern application software code. The code itself is stored in a repository, which facilitates a
collaborative and fast development process. In most cases, multiple iterations of the code will exist in
the repository based on forks and what commits have been made. Developers and DevOps
professionals must have a good control mechanism that helps facilitate the selection of the right code
components for the construction of a new release, and they must be able to backtrack the use and
location of those same software components in the event that a newly discovered vulnerability causes
the need for a release update. Code release management software tools typically provide resources to
automate and help enable continuous delivery in a DevOps tool chain.

IDC INNOVATORS INCLUSION CRITERIA
An "IDC Innovators" document recognizes emerging vendors chosen by an IDC analyst because they
offer an innovative new technology or a groundbreaking business model, or both, and were approved
by the IDC Innovators Review Panel. It is not an exhaustive evaluation of all companies in a segment
or a comparative ranking of the companies.
An IDC Innovators document highlights vendors that meet the following criteria:


In IDC's opinion, the company exhibits innovative technology or a new business model.



The company has annual revenue <$100 million at the time of selection.



Customers are currently using the company's products and services (i.e., the products and
services are not conceptual or in the process of being released).



The product, service, or business model must solve or help to alleviate an IT buyer challenge.

In addition, vendors in the process of being acquired by a larger company may be included provided
the acquisition is not finalized at the time of publication of the document. Vendors funded by venture
capital firms may also be included even if the venture capital firm has a financial stake in the vendor's
company.
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Synopsis
IDC Innovators are emerging vendors with revenue <$100 million that have demonstrated either a
groundbreaking business model or an innovative new technology — or both. This IDC Innovators study
profiles three key emerging vendors in code release management for DevOps practices: Electric Cloud,
JFrog, and Shippable.
"Managing artifacts and supporting a continuous delivery process is essential to any agile
development environment, but given the increased focus on componentization and the shift to a
microservices architectural model, the industry will have far more individual components and projects
to manage," said Al Gillen, group VP, Software Development and Open Source Software. "Failing to
manage the archive efficiently directly undermines the intent of a more agile development
environment."
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